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Coverage

The Basics: What does Spike track and cover?

Spike uses a combination of crawling and feeds to discover stories and content within 
2 minutes of publishing. Spike then follows that content as time goes on, tracking the 
rate at which it collects social interactions. 

Spike covers thousands of locations and hundreds of topics. This allows you to zero in on 
content produced in or about your country, region or city. You also can select several 
locations or topics when searching a keyword, to get more specific results. 

In addition to tracking hundreds of thousands of websites, Spike covers content produced 
on all the major social networks - Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube. 

Spike’s expansive coverage lets you see the stories spreading fastest and performing 
best over the past 30 minutes, hours, days, weeks, or month. Next, we’ll look at the 
various ways to filter all of this content to get the results you’re looking for.  



Media Types & Social Networks

Spike allows you to filter by custom media types tailored to whether you are viewing 
stories published on the web, or posts within social networks. For content from the web, 
you can filter by videos or stories. But you can also filter by custom media based on each 
social network. 

For example, when browsing the top Facebook 
content of the day, you can filter by Facebook 
Live Video or Branded Content to see the best 
performing posts within each. 

PRO TIP: 
Search for coverage of breaking events by 
browsing Facebook Live Videos published 
within the past 30 minutes from top 
news publishers. 

Using Spike’s custom media types, you can see the top photos from celebrity accounts 
on Instagram, or find the most engaging Branded Content on Facebook.  

PRO TIP: Track Instagram photos from an entertainment or sporting event as they 
happen by searching for the hashtag - like #roadtorio or #goldenglobes and rank 
content by Most Recent or one of our Custom Metrics (learn more below).



Custom Metrics

NewsWhip’s technology team have developed a patented algorithm for discovering 
engaging stories and pre-viral content before the competition. We call this metric 
Social Velocity. 

Spike’s Social Velocity metric ranks stories by the changing rate at which they collect 
social interactions over time, showing you the stories and social posts that are spreading 
fastest amongst audiences. 

The Predicted Interactions metric uses similar technology to show you the stories most 
likely to go viral today, and projects how much engagement they will reach within the 
next few hours - helping you get to winning stories before the competition.

PRO TIP: 
Set your time filter to content published in the 
past 30 miuntes, and select the Highest Velocity 
filter to see the stories spreading fastest, so you 
can inform your editorial planning for the day. 

If you’d like to see the content performing unusually 
well for publishers on different platforms, filter by 
the Overperforming filter. You can also use 
Overperforming to analyze what topics and 
themes are working best for Facebook Live Video, 
branded content, or other formats. 

You aren’t confined to our patented scores when ranking in Spike. You can rank by 
Total Interactions, Most Recent, and other tailored filters. 

Spike allows you to filter by custom fields depending on which social network you are 
viewing. For example, you can filter by total Facebook Comments, or by Facebook 
Reactions to see the most “Wow” or “Angry” stories for topical content - like politics 
and sports. 



Searching in Spike

In addition to all the browsing options we mentioned above, you can search specific 
keywords across all of these filters to get even more granular results. 

Search for any keyword or phrase in Spike’s search bar - like “Donald Trump Russia” or 
“Brexit” - to see relevant results across any social network or media type. 

Selecting “Full Text” search will prompt Spike to look within the body of the article for 
your search, otherwise Spike will search within the headline and summary text. 

You can also search specific domains, to only see content from washingtonpost.com or 
other news sites when searching for keywords. If you look to Facebook or one of the other 
social network filters, you’ll see the top Washington Post stories circulated on social. 

With Spike’s dynamic search, you can search for keywords, sources, and social pages 
across the web and every network. 



Save Searches in Panels

You can also save the expansive searches you make in Panels, 
for easy access whenever you’d like to check back. All of 
your saved panels are stored in Spike’s sidebar, where they 
continually update with the filters you’ve pre-selected. 

With Spike’s Panels, everything you need to know from 
across social is centralized in one place. 

But you don’t have to check back in your Spike dashboard 
to know when an important story is breaking. Click the yellow 
bell on the left-hand side of your Panel’s dashboard to turn 
on real-time alerts and digests. 

Real-time alerts push content to your email or Slack Channel as soon as a story begins 
to gain traction on social. Set the frequency to “high” to receive alerts as soon a story 
starts going viral. The more sensitive the threshold for alerts, the more you’ll receive. 

Or you can enable panel digests, to get timely reports of important stories from your 
panels delivered straight to your inbox. You can even schedule when you start and 
stop receiving digests each day. 

Need to show other 
stakeholders the results 
you’re seeing in Spike? Just hit 
export to create CSV or PDF 
reports of the top 150 stories 
and their corresponding 
performance metrics. 



Check Out Discover

Still not sure where to start? Check out our curated Discover panels, located directly 
below the Browse option on the left-hand side of your dashboard. 

Our Discover panels are continually updated by NewsWhip’s Data Analysts and Content 
Strategists, to ensure the topics of coverage are always relevant and timely. By combining 
a range of custom metrics, social networks and media types, our curated Discover 
panels help you easily enjoy the full capabilities of NewsWhip Spike. 

Like what you see? Just hit the gold plus sign to add any Discover panel to your 
personal list. 

If you still have questions about using Spike, 
you can reach out to us directly at customersuccess@newswhip.com
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